Remote homology detection based on oligomer distances.
Remote homology detection is among the most intensively researched problems in bioinformatics. Currently discriminative approaches, especially kernel-based methods, provide the most accurate results. However, kernel methods also show several drawbacks: in many cases prediction of new sequences is computationally expensive, often kernels lack an interpretable model for analysis of characteristic sequence features, and finally most approaches make use of so-called hyperparameters which complicate the application of methods across different datasets. We introduce a feature vector representation for protein sequences based on distances between short oligomers. The corresponding feature space arises from distance histograms for any possible pair of K-mers. Our distance-based approach shows important advantages in terms of computational speed while on common test data the prediction performance is highly competitive with state-of-the-art methods for protein remote homology detection. Furthermore the learnt model can easily be analyzed in terms of discriminative features and in contrast to other methods our representation does not require any tuning of kernel hyperparameters. Normalized kernel matrices for the experimental setup can be downloaded at www.gobics.de/thomas. Matlab code for computing the kernel matrices is available upon request. thomas@gobics.de, peter@gobics.de.